Verbal reasoning test solutions

Question 1:
1) 1435
2) 4235
3) WEAR

Question 2:
1. wand
2. muse
3. post
4. lip
5. arch
6. idea
7. rare

Question 3:
B — Norio and Pavle both throw their stones on odd numbers. Sylvia throws her stone onto number 7. Nobody throws a stone onto numbers 1, 5 or 10. Norio throws his stone on a lower number than anyone else, so this must be 3. No two people throw their stones on the same number, so the only remaining odd number for Pavle is 9.

Question 4:
1. JR
2. RS
3. WK
4. PS
5. EJ

Question 5:
1. b road and cube
2. r face and frog
3. u fond and tour
4. r head and rode
5. i gene and ruin